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Mate copying requires the coincidence
detector Rutabaga in the mushroom
bodies of Drosophila melanogaster

Sabine Nöbel,1,2,3,5,* Etienne Danchin,3,4 and Guillaume Isabel4
SUMMARY

Mate choice constitutes a major fitness-affecting decision often involving social learning leading to
copying the preference of other individuals (i.e., mate copying). While mate copying exists in many
taxa, its underlying neurobiological mechanisms remain virtually unknown. Here, we show in Drosophila
melanogaster that the rutabaga gene is necessary to support mate copying. Rutabaga encodes an ad-
enylyl cyclase (AC-Rut+) acting as a coincidence detector in associative learning. Since the brain localiza-
tion requirements for AC-Rut+ expression differ in classical and operant learning, we determine the func-
tional localization of AC-Rut+ for mate copying by artificially rescuing the expression of AC-Rut+ in neural
subsets of a rutabagamutant. We found that AC-Rut+ has to be expressed in the mushroom bodies’ Ken-
yon cells (KCs), specifically in the g-KCs subset. Thus, this form of discriminative social learning requires
the same KCs as non-social Pavlovian learning, suggesting that pathways of social and asocial learning
overlap significantly.

INTRODUCTION

Learning is the act or process of inducing a permanent change in behavior as a result of the sensory and/or behavioral experience of the in-

dividual. Associative learning is a simple form of learning that is widely observed across all animal taxa, including humans. Direct associative

learning occurs when the animal experiences the association between initially neutral stimulus (which becomes a conditional stimulus (CS)

after a successful association) and either an unconditional stimulus (US) or a behavior. On the contrary, indirect associative learning involves

a demonstration and no direct experience of the stimuli association. Typically, social learning is supposed to be an indirect form of learning1 in

which a focal individual observes a demonstrator (or teacher) experiencing the association between a cue and a reward. The mechanisms of

social learning, in general andmore specifically in insects, are now under investigation,2–6 with valuable recent advances in the social learning

model of dialect transmission in Drosophila species.7,8 However, we are still far from understanding these mechanisms thoroughly. In partic-

ular, the question of the extent of the overlap between pathways of social learning and the better studied direct associative learning remains

poorly explored.9–11

Like no other animal, the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster qualifies for studying the underlying mechanisms of social learning. One of the

best-descried learning mutants in Drosophila is rutabaga.12 Rutabaga is an X-linked recessive mutation that codes for a Ca2+/calmodulin-

dependent adenylyl cyclase (AC-Rut+) which converts ATP to cAMP through Ca2+ and heterotrimeric G-protein signaling.13,14 Rutabaga is

considered to act as molecular coincidence detector, capable of integrating information conveyed from separate pathways utilizing recep-

tor/G-protein and Ca2+/calmodulin stimulation.13,14 It is ubiquitously expressed in the Drosophila brain and mediates synaptic plasticity.14

The mutation affects all learning paradigms tested to date, which include visual, olfactory, and spatial learning, as well as courtship

suppression.15–18

From these studies, two brain structures, the central complex (CC) and the mushroom bodies (MBs), have emerged as particularly impor-

tant for learning andmemory. The CC spans the sagittal midline and is symmetrically organized.19 It is composed of four interconnected neu-

ropils: the protocerebral bridge, the fan shaped body, the ellipsoid body, and the noduli,19 which are all interconnected by sets of columnar

interneurons.20,21 The CC has been shown to be involved in the regulation of various behavioral activities related to walking21,22 or male court-

ship,23 olfactory and visual learning tasks.24–28 It might act as a higher control center of locomotor behavior29 and coordinates between brain

hemispheres21 and is required in navigational abilities.30
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Figure 1. Expression of the Rut-AC+ proteins required in mushroom body (MB) Kenyon cells, but not in the central complex (CC) for mate copying

We rescued the expression of the wild type rut gene globally in either the CC (two left bars) with the Gal4 driver line C232 (second bar from left) or in the MB

neurons with the driver line VT30559 (fourth bar from left). The wild type and the line rut/rut;UAS-rut+/+ were used as additional controls to test the specific

effect of the UAS-rut+/+ construct. Number inside bars: number of trials. Statistics: above bars, P-values of the binomial tests of departure from random

choice (represented by the dashed line), and that above the horizontal bar is that of the Fisher test. Error bars represent Agresti-Coull 95% confidence intervals.
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TheMBs consist of 2,000 Kenyon cells in each hemisphere and can be divided into three distinct subtypes by their projection neurons into

a/b, a’/b0 and g lobes.31 In addition to their morphological distinction, the a/b, a’/b0 and g neurons are differentiatedwith respect to their gene

expression, neurotransmitter systems, connectivity to extrinsic neurons, and behavioral functions.32–35 In general, theMBs are seen as sensory

integration centers for learning andmemory.31 They are essential for associative appetitive and aversive learning andmemory and play a crit-

ical role in various learning and memory paradigms such as olfactory and gustatory conditioning, experience-dependent courtship depres-

sion, and context generalization in visual learning.36–43

Previous studies showed that young fruit flies use social information to choose a mate and develop a preference for male phenotypes that

they previously saw being chosen by demonstrator females, i.e., perform mate copying.44–49 In other words, they copy the mate choice of

conspecifics. Mate copying occurs when, after observing another females’ mate choice, an observer female tends to preferentially mate

with the same male (‘‘individual based’’ mate copying) or with males of the same phenotype (‘‘trait-based’’ mate copying) as the one chosen

during the demonstration.50,51 In fruit flies, mate-copying experiments involve a demonstration during which a virgin, naive observer female

canwatch another female copulatingwith amale of a given phenotypewhile amale of a contrasting phenotype stands by, followedby amate-

choice test in which the observer female can mate with one of the two male phenotypes.45 Mate copying inDrosophila is quite sophisticated

and has the potential to lead to long-lasting traditions of preferring a certain male phenotype.46 Although the behavioral patterns are well

described,45–49 the underlying neurobiological mechanisms are unknown.

The powerful genetic tools existing inDrosophilamake it suitable to study the neurobiological basis of social learning in general. The coin-

cidence detector Rutabaga (AC-Rut+) is required in classical Pavlovian learning to associate a CS and an US14,16,18,52 and operant Skinnerian

learning to associate a behavior and a CS.24,26 To explore whether AC-Rut+ is also required in mate copying and to identify the neural sub-

strates involved, we tested the rutabaga mutant (rut) in different transgenic contexts. First, we show that this protein is required for mate

copying, providing a molecular argument for the fact that this type of learning would be associative. We rescued the wild-type AC-Rut+ in

a rutabaga mutant in the CC and/or the MBs to test whether these neural centers are necessary to perform mate copying. Finally, we test

whether this protein was necessary for the proper development of the animal, or only for this type of social learning (as this is the case for

Pavlovian or Skinnerian associative learning).
RESULTS

Mate copying requires the expression of the coincidence detector rutabaga specifically in Kenyon cells

Using two Gal4 drivers in a rut mutant we expressed the wild type adenylyl-cyclase coincidence detector Rutabaga (AC-Rut+) either in the

Central Complex (CC, known to be required in a visual operant learning),24,26 or in the Kenyon cells (KCs) of the Mushroom Body (MB, known

to be required in associative Pavlovian learning14,16,18,52 (Figure 1)). As in previous studies, we found that wild type females copied the mate
2 iScience 26, 107682, September 15, 2023



Figure 2. The functional adenylyl-cyclase (Rut-AC+) is required specifically in the g-Kenyon cells to elicit mate copying

Although the rut/rut observer females we used in these experiments could not express a functional adenylyl-cyclase coincidence detector, some of the various

construct we built re-establish the expression of the wild type rutabaga gene in very specific neuron subsets of the MB, namely the a/b-Kenyon cells (using the

Gal4 driver line C739), the a’/b0-Kenyon cells (using the Gal4 driver line G0050), or the g-Kenyon cells (using the Gal4 driver line NP1131) independently. Only

the use of the latter UAS/Gal4 fully rescued mate copying. Number inside bars: number of trials. Statistics: above bars, P-values of the binomial tests of

departure from random choice (represented by the dashed line), and that above the horizontal black bar is that of the treatment effect (GLMM). Gray

horizontal bars represent post hoc Fisher tests. Error bars represent Agresti-Coull 95% confidence intervals.
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choice of conspecifics (binomial test: n = 65, p = 0.025, sixth bar to the right in Figure 1). Females that were homozygote for a non-functional

mutation of the rut gene and carried the inactive UAS-rut+ construct (rut/rut;UAS-rut+/+; binomial test: n = 64, p = 0.708, fifth bar of Figure 1)

did not show any mate copying (binomial test: n = 64, p = 0.708). However, these two groups did not differ significantly, probably due to high

variances (Fisher test: n = 129, p = 0.213). Similarly, females lacking a functional AC-Rut+ and carrying only the Gal4-driver like rut/rut;C232/+

(first bar of Figure 1) or rut/rut;VT30559/+ (third bar of Figure 1) did not copy (respectively, binomial test: n = 64, p = 0.532; binomial test:

n = 65, p = 0.321). Altogether, these results show that the wild type copy of AC-Rut (AC-Rut+), a protein known to be a coincidence detector

in non-social associative learning,53,54 is also required in social learning. Interestingly, females where AC-Rut+ was expressed in the CC only

did not copy (rut/rut;C232/UAS-rut+, binomial test: n = 64, p = 0.708, second bar of Figure 1) while females in which AC-Rut+ was expressed in

the whole KCs of the MBs showedmate-copying behavior (rut/rut;VT30559/UAS-rut+, binomial test: n = 65, p = 0.003, fourth bar of Figure 1).

Hence, the functional adenylyl-cyclase AC-Rut+ is required in the MBs but not in the CC for the full expression of this observational social

learning.
Mate copying requires the expression of the coincidence detector rutabaga (AC-Rut+) in g�Kenyon cells only

MBs are constituted of anatomically and functionally distinct groups of neurons named a/b, a0/b0, and g�KCs.31,37,55 As the g�KCs are known

to be required in non-social classical associative learning dependent on AC-Rut+14,18,52 we tested whether mate copying shares the same

mechanistic process. Using a rut mutant in observer females, we first re-expressed the wild type rut gene specifically in the a/b, the a0/b0

or in the g-KCs (see STAR Methods). We found that rescuing the functional AC-Rut+ protein in these different neurons affected differentially

mate-copying scores (Figure 2).

First, using theGal4 driver lineC739 allowed us to rescue AC-Rut+ expression in the a/b-KCs (three left bars of Figure 2). Such rut/rut;C739/

UAS-rut+ observer females that were able to express a functional Rutabaga protein (AC-Rut+) in the a/b-Kenyon cells, chose randomly (bino-

mial test: n = 66, p = 0.268, second bar Figure 2), as did the control treatment that were homozygote for the rutmutation and carried only the

Gal4 driver C739 (rut/rut;C739/+; binomial test: n = 64, p = 0.901, first bar Figure 2). Contrastingly, wild type rut+ females that carried only a

hemizygote copy of C739 showed normal copying behavior (binomial test: n = 64, p = 0.0002, third bar Figure 2). Hence, AC-Rut+ expression

into the a/b-KCs did not rescue this social learning.When comparing these three treatments we found that the treatment effect was significant

(GLMM: X2 = 7.195, df = 1, p = 0.027). The observer females lacking (rut/rut;C739/+) or expressing AC-Rut+ (rut/rut;C739/UAS-rut+) signifi-

cantly differ from the control group carrying the Gal4 driver C739 only (post hoc Fisher test: n = 194, p = 0.013).

Second, the specific expression of AC-Rut+ in a0/b0-KCs was addressed with the Gal4G0050 driver. Wild type rut+ females hemizygote for

the Gal4 driver G0050 showed significant mate copying indexes (binomial test: n = 64, p = 0.008, sixth bar Figure 2). Furthermore, as in
iScience 26, 107682, September 15, 2023 3



Figure 3. We expressed the wild type rutabaga gene (UAS-rut+) in the g-neurons of the

MB with the Gal4 driver line NP1131 while using pictures of copulating flies instead of

real demonstrations

The repeating the experiments of the right block of Figure 2. Each of the pictures we used

comprised a female copulating with either a green (or a pink) male while a pink (or a green)

male was standing by at somedistance from the copulating pair. Number inside bars: number

of trials. Statistics: above bars, P-values of the binomial tests of departure from random choice

(represented by the dashed line), and that above the horizontal black bar is that of the

treatment effect (GLMM). Gray horizontal bars represent post hoc Fisher tests. Error bars

represent Agresti-Coull 95% confidence intervals.
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previous test, neither the rut mutant females carrying only the Gal4 driver (rut/rut;G0050/+ females, fourth bar Figure 2), nor the rut mutant

females with a functional AC-Rut+ in the a’/b0-KCs (rut/rut;G0050/UAS-rut+/, fifth bar Figure 2) were found to perform mate copying (respec-

tively, binomial test: n = 65, p = 1.0, and binomial test: n = 64, p = 0.708). Hence, AC-Rut+ expression into the a’/b0-KCs did not rescue this

social learning. These two experiments (withC739 andG0050) suggesting that the a/b and a’/b’ -KCs are not involved in mate copying. When

comparing all three treatments we found that the treatment effect was non-significant (GLMM: X2 = 3.662, df = 1, p = 0.160). The observer

females lacking (rut/rut;G0050/+) or expressing AC-Rut+ (rut/rut;G0050/UAS-rut+) significantly differ from the control group carrying the Gal4

driver G0050 only (post hoc Fisher test: n = 193, p = 0.047), corroborating our conclusion.

Third, we then used the Gal4 line NP1131 to rescue a functional AC-Rut+ protein specifically in the g-KCs, and found that NP1131/+ fe-

males, i.e., wild type females carrying the Gal4 driver, showedmate-copying indexes that significantly differed from random choice (binomial

test: n = 64, p = 0.004, ninth bar of Figure 2). These females mated significantly more often with the male of the color that was seen being

chosen during the demonstration than predicted by chance. Contrastingly, rutmutant females carrying only the Gal4 driver but no functional

copy of the AC-Rut+ (rut/rut;NP1131/+) chose randomly (binomial test: n = 64, p = 0.532, seventh bar Figure 2). Finally, we found that mate

copying was rescued in rut/rut;NP1131/UAS-rut+ females, that express a functional AC-Rut+ (binomial test: n = 64, p = 0.008, eighth bar Fig-

ure 2), showing the expression of AC-Rut+ in the g-KCs is necessary and sufficient to rescuemate copying in a rut context.When comparing all

three treatments we found that the treatment effect was non-significant (GLMM: X2 = 3.534, df = 1, p = 0.171). The observer females express-

ing AC-Rut+ (rut/rut;NP1131/UAS-rut+) and the control group of wild type females carrying the Gal4 driverNP1131 both showed copying, but

did not significantly differ from the control group lacking a functional AC-Rut+ (rut/rut;NP1131/+; post hoc Fisher test: n = 192, p = 0.081,

Figure 2). However, the Fisher test does not account for potential confounding effects such as air-pressure and block (i.e., individuals tested

simultaneously). When, instead of a Fisher test, we used a GLMM accounting for these confounding effects, we found a trend (p = 0.060). To

sum up, expressing AC-Rut+ in the g-KCs is required to ensure proper mate copying.
Social learning pathways are similar when using live versus picture demonstrations

In a previous study, we found that mate copying using 2D-images of a sexual intercourse instead of live demonstrations are as effective as

showing live copulations in generating social learning.49 This suggests that flies can extract sex-related information from 2D-images and learn

from them. To test whether the KCs are required in a similar way for social learning from 2D-images, we replicated the last part of the previous

experiment using 2D-picture of copulating flies as demonstrations instead of the usual live demonstrations.

As with real demonstrations, using photo demonstrations, we found that observer females with the rut mutation did not show mate

copying (binomial test: n = 64, p = 0.901). Furthermore, the expression of a functional AC-Rut+ in the g-KC of rut mutant observer females

rescued this impairment (rut/rut;NP1131/UAS-rut+, binomial test: n = 64, p = 0.008; middle bar of Figure 3), and led to mate-copying indexes

that were very similar to those obtained with wild type observer females carrying the Gal4 driver lineNP1131 (binomial test: n = 65, p = 0.003;
4 iScience 26, 107682, September 15, 2023



Figure 4. The Rut-AC+ expression is required in g-Kenyon cells only during the adult stage to ensure mate copying

We expressed the wild type rutabaga gene in the g-neurons of the MB with the Gal4 driver lineNP1131 plus the thermosensitive tubGal80ts. At 18�C, the Gal80ts

product blocks the AC-Rut+ expression, while at 30�C AC-Rut+ can be expressed, hence expressing the AC-Rut+ specifically in the g-KCs during mate-copying

experiments. The rut null mutant acts as control. Number inside bars: number of trials. Statistics: above bars, P-values of the binomial tests of departure from

random choice (represented by the dashed line), and that above the horizontal black bar is that of the treatment effect (GLMM). Gray horizontal bars

represent post hoc Fisher tests. Error bars represent Agresti-Coull 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 3; comparison between these last two treatments: Fisher test: n = 129, p = 0.851). These results strongly suggest that the pathway of

visual social learning is very similar whether demonstrations involve live copulations or only involve pictures of copulating pairs. In both cases,

the AC-Rut+ in g-KCs plays a key role.
Rescuing the rutabaga protein in the g-KCs only during adulthood fully restores mate copying

To check whether restoring mate copying requires AC-Rut+ expression throughout development or only during adulthood, we used a com-

bination of the Gal4 driver NP1131 and the thermosensitive Gal80 (tubGal80ts), which normally functions as a repressor of Gal4.18 At 30�C,
tubGal80ts is inactivated thus allowing the expression of the UAS-rut+ construct in the KCs only when exposed to 30�C. Thus, we created

rut/rut;UAS-rut+/NP1131;tubGal80ts/+ females that were reared in 18�C (i.e., in the absence of any Rutabaga expression) and then either

transferred to 30�C to inactivate tubGal80ts before the experiments or kept at 18�C as control. As an additional control, we did the same

with rut/rut females.

We found that mate copying was fully restored only in trials where the females were exposed to 30�C before the experiment (GLMM:

n = 259, p = 0.0008, Figure 4), implying that the expression of the wild type Rutabaga gene in the g-KCs is required only adulthood to elicit

that specific form of social learning. As expected, rut/rut females did not copy at both temperature regimes (18�C binomial test: n = 66,

p = 1.0; 30�C binomial test: n = 64, p = 0.532; two left bars of Figure 4). In rut/rut;UAS-rut+/NP1131; tubGal80ts/+ females reared at 18�C
the expression of the AC-Rut+ was blocked permanently during development and mate-copying experiments and those females did not

copy the choice of their conspecifics (binomial test: n = 64, p = 0.260). Contrastingly, the group of rut/rut;UAS-rut+/NP1131;tubGal80ts/+ fe-

males that developed at 18�C, but were exposed to 30�C before the experiment —which caused the inactivation of Gal80ts allowing the AC-

Rut+ expression into the g-KCs— displayed normal mate copying (binomial test: n = 65, p = 0.00006). Hence, the absence of Rut-AC+ during

larval and pupal development did not impair mate copying in adults, provided that Rut-AC+ is expressed at the time of the mate-copying

experiment. Hence, the expression of AC-Rut+ in the g-KCs is necessary and sufficient only in adult females to ensure mate copying.
iScience 26, 107682, September 15, 2023 5
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DISCUSSION

We showed that, both with live and picture demonstrations, the AC-Rut+ protein is involved in mate copying. Expressing AC-Rut+ in the Cen-

tral Complex did not rescuemate copying, suggesting that theAC-rut+ in theCC is not necessary for that behavioral pattern. This is in contrast

to previous studies showing that the CC plays a role in operant visual learning.24,26,55 Contrastingly, we found that the g-KCs of the MBs are

necessary and sufficient for mate copying, since re-establishing the expression of AC-Rut+ in the g-KCs fully rescues mate copying in rut

observer females in the different contexts in which we tested it. This suggests that mate copying shares somemechanisms with classical asso-

ciative non-social learning. Furthermore, the fact that expressing AC-Rut+ only at the adult stage rescues the full behavioral pattern rules out

any developmental issue putatively due to the rut mutation.

Interestingly, AC-Rut+ appears as a key protein required in several associative non-social learning paradigm such as classical learning or

operant learning. Imaging technique showedpreviously that AC-Rut+ acts as a coincidence detector in non-social contexts, asMBsAC-Rut+ is

activated more strongly when two neurotransmitters conveying information of unconditional and conditional stimuli are both applied simul-

taneously to a preparation of fly than when the two neurotransmitters are applied independently.53,54 The fact that AC-Rut+ is required also in

this form of social learning strongly suggests the existence of tight links between social and non-social associative learning. In mate copying,

the male color can be considered as the CS and the copulation of the demonstrators as the US.56 This, thus, closely recalls the classical con-

ditioning in olfactory learning in which the odor is the CS, and the electric shocks14 or the sugar52 the US, and in which the expression of AC-

Rut+ is needed in the same g-KCs of the MB.55 Furthermore, g-KCs output are required also in non-social associative visual learning.57 Their

similar roles in olfactory and visual learning,14,16,18,24,52,58 as well as in mate copying (this study), and reacting to courtship conditioning59,60

show that both, visual and olfactory cues of social or non-social origin elicit the functionality of MB g-neurons. Thus, these neurons appear to

constitute a hub in the neuronal pathways of a large series of types of Drosophila associative learning.

Limitations of the study

Inhibiting the expression of a gene like rutabaga and restoring its expression in a few neurons in a mutant context is a powerful way to show its

involvement in any function, especially as the nature of Rutabaga (usually considered as a coincidence detector) strongly supports our findings.

Altogether, our three independent experiments show thatg-KCs arenecessary formate copying and that this pathway involves the rutabagapro-

tein (Figures 2, 3, and 4). Although our first statistical test only reveals a trend for g-KCs (Figure 2), the fact that we found highly significant results

supporting that trend in two independent experiments replicating the same kind of test in different contexts (photo demos and temperature-

dependent expression) allows us to conclude that the lack of significance in the first test was probably due to a lack of power because groups

that did not copy were slightly, but non-significantly, above 0.5. Remarkably, binomial tests of the individual treatments all support our interpre-

tation. In sum, since we found in three independent experiments (real demos, photo demos, and temperature-dependent expression) evidence

that the g-KCs are required for mate copying, we can trust our conclusions. Finally, the fact that photos are efficient in triggering social learning

involving the same mechanistic pathways opens the way to further studies, like calcium imaging, to further decipher the neurobiology of mate

copying. Our study opens a new avenue of research to unravel the full pathways of social learning, either upstream or downstream of the g-KCs.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Deposited data

Data is deposited on Mendeley Data https://data.mendeley.com/

datasets/tb6xfd7bh2/2

https://doi.org/10.17632/tb6xfd7bh2.2

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

Drosophila melanogaster, Canton-S strain Gift from Dr. Thomas Preat N/A

Drosophila melanogaster, rut2080 Gift from Dr. Thomas Preat N/A

Drosophila melanogaster, rut; UAS-rut/+ Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center 9405

Drosophila melanogaster, Gal4 C232 Gift from Dr. Alberto Ferrus N/A

Drosophila melanogaster,

Gal4 of a a’bb g KCs Gal4 VT30559

Vienna Drosophila Resource Center VDRC_206077; FlyBase_FBst0486483

D. melanogaster,

Gal4 of ab KCs: y[1] w[67c23];

P{w[+mW.hs] = GawB}Hr39[c739]

Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center BDSC_7362; FlyBase_FBti0002926

D. melanogaster: Gal4 of a’ b’ KCs:

P{GAL4} G0050

Gift from Dr. Thomas Preat FlyBase_FBti0100740

D. melanogaster, Gal4 of g KCs:

P{GAL4} NP1131

Gift from Dr. Alberto Ferrus N/A

D. melanogaster: Gal4 NP1131; tub-Gal80ts this article N/A

D. melanogaster, w- Gift from Dr. Thomas Preat N/A

Software and algorithms

R Version 4.0.2

Plus packages lme4 and car

The R Project for Statistical Computing https://www.r-project.org/

Other

Green powder #B-731 Shannon Luminous Materials, Inc. http://www.blacklite.com/

Pink powder #1162R BioQuip Products, Inc. https://www.bioquip.com/search/

DispProduct.asp?pid=1166A

Pictures of flies Nöbel et al.49
RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Sabine Nöbel

(sabine.noebel@zoologie.uni-halle.de).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique materials.

Data and code availability

d The data generated during this study is available at Mendeley Data: https://doi.org/10.17632/tb6xfd7bh2.2.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this work paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Fly maintenance

We used the common laboratory strain Canton-S of D. melanogaster (later we refer to it as wild type (WT)) and the mutant lines rut2080,

rut2080;UAS-rut, Gal4 C232, Gal4 VT30559, Gal4 739, Gal4 NP1131, Gal4 G0050, and tubGal80ts. The Gal4 lines were outcrossed for at least

5 generations to white flies with Canton-S background before experiments started.
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All fly lines were raised in 30ml vials containing 8ml cornmeal-agar-yeastmedium (for the recipe see supplemental information) at 25�CG

1�C and 59%G 4% humidity with a 12:12 h light:dark cycle. Flies were sexed and sorted without anaesthesia by gentle aspiration within 2-6 h

after emergence and kept in unisex groups of 7 females or 15 males per vial before experiments. Experimental flies were virgin and three or

four days old, except for the experiments which involvedGal80ts. For these experiments, some flies were raised at 18�C, sexed and sorted like

the others but used at an age of 7 to 8 days.

Experiments were conducted under the same conditions as breeding (12 hrs daylight, 25�CG 1�C, 59%G 4%). Observer females were of

different genotypes, while demonstrators and test males were always from the Canton-S strain. We created two artificial male phenotypes by

randomly dusting males with green or pink powders, which created two contrasting phenotypes independent of any genetic variation. All

males and females were used only once. Importantly, as females reject males they just saw copulating to avoid risks of sperm depletion,61

males used in the mate-choice test always differed from those used in the demonstration. All fly manipulations were performed by gentle

aspiration without anaesthesia.
METHOD DETAILS

Experimental protocol – Short-term memory context

Except when explicitly mentioned, we used the classical speed learning protocol developed by Dagaeff et al.45 Experiments took place in

double plastic tubes (1.1 cm x 3 cm each) separated by a microscopy cover slide (16 mm x 16 mm, for details please see Figure S1A).

Each mate-copying experiment had two phases: a demonstration followed by amate-choice test. Demonstrations consisted in a single virgin

female (the demonstrator) placed with two virgin males, one of each colour, for 30 min on one side of the tubes, and a naı̈ve, virgin observer

female on the other side of the tubes separated by the glass partition. The copulation of the demonstrator female with one of the coloured

males provided positive information for that male colour and negative information for the other male phenotype. As copulation lasts approx.

20min inD.melanogaster, the observer female received enough information about themate choice of the demonstrator female.When copu-

lation ended, we removed the three demonstrator flies and immediately started the mate-choice test by inserting a new pair of males, one of

each phenotype, in the demonstration side of the tube, then removing the partition so that the observer female could make her own choice

within the next 30 min. To control for male competition that can never be excluded in free ranging individuals, we recorded whether both

males courted the female, as this was the only situation when females were in a real situation of choice. All replicates were run as blocks

of 6 trials with cardboard separations between experimental set-ups to prevent information exchange between the flies and prevent distur-

bance by the surrounding.

Replicates, where the observer female copulatedwith themale of the phenotypepreferredduring the demonstration (copied), were attrib-

uted a mate-copying score of 1, versus 0 in the opposite case. The mate-copying index (MCI) is the mean mate-copying score for each treat-

ment, which corresponds to the proportion of females copulating with the male of the same phenotype as the one that was apparently

selected by the demonstrator female. Mate-copying index around 0.5 indicated random choice by observer females, while values above

0.5 revealed mate copying.

For the analysis we took only replicates that fulfilled our minimum criteria of quality, which is that copulation occurred during the mate-

choice test and that both males had courted the observer female before the onset of the copulation. Other situations were discarded

from the analysis. We tested in total 3,963 observer females and discarded 2,738 replicates where only one male courted the female or no

copulation was observed within the 30 min of the mate-choice test. We chose a priori to have a sample size of �64 per treatment in order

to have sufficient statistical power.

Proof of concept using photos during the demonstration

In addition to demonstrations with real flies, we also used photos of copulating flies as demonstration. The photos showed a copulating pair

plus a rejected by-standing male of the opposite colour. For more details about the photos please see Nöbel et al.49

To show the photos, we added a third clip to our wooden device to hold the picture (for details please see Figure S1B). The end of the tube

facing the photo was closed with a glued-on cover slide (using Uhu Patafix). The distance between the photo and the cover slide was 0.9 -

1.1 mm. The observer female was placed in the tube next to the photo and could watch the photo for 20 min. Afterwards the photo was

covered with cardboard, and we immediately started the mate-choice test by inserting a pair of males, one of each phenotype, in the other

side of the tube. Then, we removed the partition so that the observer female could make her own choice and proceeded as described above.

We tested in total 575 observer females and discarded 382 replicates where only onemale courted the female or no copulation was observed

within the 30 min mate-choice test.

Treatments

As the aim of the study was to investigate which brain parts are involved in mate copying, we first looked globally at the CC and the MB. We

chose the Gal4 driver line C232,62 which targets the whole CC neurons, and the Gal4 driver VT30559 for the entire MB neurons63,64 and

crossed it with the rutabaga mutant rut2080 15 and rut;UAS-rut.14 Female offspring from these crosses were used as observer females. We ex-

pected to find mate copying only in observer females that were rut2080 hemizygous, UAS-rut heterozygous and Gal4 heterozygous if the

respective brain part is involved in social learning. As a control, we used an identical cross lacking the Gal4 driver or UAS-rut. Those females

were expected to mate randomly. Wild type females acted as an additional control.
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To investigatemore the role of theMBs, we usedGal4 driver lines that are specific for one of theMB lobes. Gal4C739 is specific for the a/b

neurons, Gal4G0050 targets the a’/b’ neurons and Gal4NP1131 is for the g neurons.36,42,43,62,65–69 We crossed these lines with rut;UAS-rut or

wild type flies. If one of these lobes is involved inmate copying, we expected to rescue the behaviour only when observer females were rut2080

hemizygous, UAS-rut heterozygous and Gal4 heterozygous, while females carrying only the Gal4 should choose randomly.

Whenwe found that one of theseMB lobeswas involved inmate copyingwith live demonstrations, we used the same line and tested it with

photos during the demonstration to confirm our results. In addition, we expressed rutabaga with the help of the thermosensitive driver tub-

Gal80ts only in adult flies to check if rutabaga is required during development or not.16 For this, we bred rut2080 and the crosses with the

respective Gal4 driver line and tubGal80ts at 18�C and transferred 1-day old virgin females to 32�C for 6 or 7 days before we used them in

mate-copying experiments. Control lines were kept for the same amount of time in 18�C.
Animal welfare note

Our study involved populations of D. melanogaster that have been maintained exclusively under laboratory conditions for hundreds of gen-

erations. The current study includes behavioural observations of D. melanogaster which required no ethical approval and complied with

French laws regarding animal welfare. We handled flies by gentle aspiration without anesthesia to minimize damage and discomfort. After

the experiments, individuals were euthanized in a freezer at �20�C.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analysis

All statistical analyses were performed with the R software (version 4.0.270). We included only cases in which both males courted the female,

andweobserved copulationwithin the 30min of the test. The departure from the randomchoicewas testedwith a two-tailed binomial test. To

test for a treatment effect, mate-copying scores were analysed in a generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) with binary logistic regression

(package lme471). All models included normalised air pressure as fixed effect as it was shown to influence mate copying in

D. melanogaster,45 however, accounting or not for air pressure did not change any conclusion. In experiments including pictures, we also

included the photo ID as fixed effect. We also included a random block effect to account for non-independence of flies from the six trials

that were run simultaneously. Significance of fixed effects was tested using Wald chi-square tests implemented in the ANOVA function of

the car package.72 All starting models included interactions between fixed effects. We applied a backward selection method using

P-values, by dropping out non-significant effects one by one, startingwith the highest order interaction. To compare post hoc specific groups,

we used Fisher tests.
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